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Othello

Cassio

„Reputation, reputation, reputation! O, I have lost my 
reputation! I have lost the immortal part of myself, and 
what remains is bestial. My reputation, Iago, my 
reputation!



"VW-BUS IN TOP-
CONDITION, NO 
ACCIDENTS, FEW 
KILOMETERS..."

Trust problem ?

Süddeutsche Zeitung vom 19.1.2007 “Abgezockt im 
Internet. Kein Betrug mehr, sondern schon 
Geschäftsmodell.” (Probably invented example.)



Bad luck if it happens after payment!

FOTO: ISTOCKPHOTO Süddeutsche Zeitung 
vom 19.1.2007



Problems of social and 
economic transactions

1. Transaction is sequential (time lag)

2. Quality of good

3. Asymmetric information: „Inspection 
goods“ versus „experience goods“      



Problem: How to achieve cooperation 
among strangers in non-repeated

transactions?

► Hobbes type of problem: Non-repeated
encounters among strangers. 

► Solution to the dilemma: “Shadow of the
future” (Axelrod 1984) is replaced by:    
Reputation, “the shadow of the past”.



Historical study by Avner Greif (1989): 
Long distance trade of Mahgreb

merchants in 11th century

• Actors are traders and agents
• Agents had plenty of oppor-

tunities to commit fraud
(e.g. reporting a lower price
for the goods sold while
keeping the difference).

• Asymmetric information and trust problem

• Mahgreb merchants solved the dilemma by
forming a coalition and establishing a system of
exchange of information, i.e. by establishing a 
decentralized reputation system.

Wikipedia Commons



Electronic Markets

► Non-repeated interactions of anonymous actors

► Asymmetric information: Both, sellers and
buyers have a trust problem

► Emergence of institutions to solve for trust
problems of seller and buyer!

► Elements of the system are:
1. payment rules,   
2. seller’s incentive to invest in reputation,
3. buyer’s incentive to participate in the 

feedback system





Non-simultaneous transaction as a 
sequential prisoner‘s dilemma: Who has the 

privilege to become a second mover?

T > R > P > S
Actors are 
buyer and 
seller 

Second mover advantage in 
a sequential PD

C = Cooperation (buyer‘s
acceptance of seller and payment,
seller‘s delivery of goods in
good quality); D = defection) 

Mutual 
cooperation

Exploitation



Seller‘s Trust Problem

• Asymmetry: Buyer chooses seller while seller 
has to accept buyer!

• Solution to seller‘s trust problem: Establish 
payment rules in favour of seller (advance 
payment, cash on delivery etc.) 

• „Small Data“ study with Ricardo.ch: 95 % of 187 
transactions were in favour of seller (Diekmann 
& Wyder 2002)



Non-simultaneous transaction as a 
sequential prisoner‘s dilemma: Who has the 

privilege to become a second mover?

T > R > P > S
Actors are 
buyer and 
seller 

Second mover advantage in 
a sequential PD

= Buyer

= Seller

= Seller

Diekmann & Wyder 2002

Seller‘s trust problem is solved
by payment rules: Buyer pays
in advance („commitment“,
hostage posting“)



Seller is protected by second mover position. Thus, we 
can simplify the sequential PD to a trust game.

To simplify, remove buyer’s option to defect after selection 
of seller:

Trust Game

Buyer‘s Trust Problem



Buyer’s Trust Problem

1.   Incentive problem of reputation: Does it pay off to
have a good reputation?

2.   Incentive problem of feed-back system: Why do 
actors give feed-back? (Freerider problem: rating
is a contribution to the collective good.)



1. Reputation hypothesis

Mixed evidence for the hypothesis of “a  
premium for reputation”. a) Is there an effect of 
reputation on price? b) Is the effect larger for 
used products? c) Is the effect stronger for 
negative ratings?

2. “The second-order free-rider problem” 

High participation in the feedback system is a 
collective good. There is the problem of the 
erosion of the feedback system by freeriding. 
Why does a large proportion of actors 
cooperate? Is there altruistic or strategic 
reciprocity?



Homo Oeconomicus Prediction

Rating involves a (small) cost (effort, time) 
and actors will refrain from giving feedback:

►The reputation system will break down and,

►consequently, the market will collapse!



DATA

• We are not interested in eBay per se.

• Transactions on internet platforms provide
valuable data to study key problems of social
cooperation. 

• Electronic auctions provide data of a “natural 
experiment” to study the evolution of 
cooperation. 

• Data are “unobtrusive” (Webb et al. 1966)

• No data mining: We start with hypotheses on the 
functioning of markets.



DATA

• Homogeneous goods (to reduce unobserved
heterogeneity)

• Data of 14627 mobile phone and 339517 DVD 
auctions were collected (using programs for
distributed crawling of websites)

• Manual editing of mobile phone data. 

• Time span: Dec. 1, 2004 to Jan. 7, 2005 (eBay‘s
two-sided rating system was still in use) 

• Storage of all websites (200 GB first round, 4.5 
TB for 2nd and 3rd wave) and data for
replication and further analysis



Control variables: auction duration, competing offers etc. not shown

Effect of Reputation on Price



Effect of Reputation on Price

Control variables: auction duration, competing offers etc. not shown



• Low cost decision

• Strategic motives (until spring 2007 mutual 
ratings of buyers and sellers)

• „Strong reciprocity“

Feedback System: Why do actors
contribute to the collective good?



Strong Reciprocity

• „Weak“ reciprocity: Selfish reciprocity in 
repeated games.

• „Strong“ and altruistic reciprocity: 
Interactions with strangers („one-shot“ 
games). 

► Returning a favour with a favour and 
responding to misdeeds with sanctions 
even if returning a favour or sanctioning is 
costly (Gintis 2000, Fehr et al. 2000).



“Monkeys Reject Unequal Pay”

Brosnan & de Waal 2003 u(grape) > u(cucumber) > u(token)



Feedback Patterns

► 70 percent (mobile phones) to more than 80 percent (DVDs) of auctions
were rated by buyers!

► 60 percent (mobile phones) to 80 percent (DVDs) of auctions were rated
by both actors.



Hazard rate
(conditional
probability) of 
positive feedback

Hazard rate
(conditional
probability) of 
negative feedback



Seller initiates
positive feedback:



Buyer initiates
positive feedback



Seller (buyer)
initiates negative
feedback



Previous rating of 
seller or buyer



Indirect reciprocity
or Becker‘s 
altruism?



Empirical analysis of auction data shows:

1. Buyers pay for reputation („premium“ on reputation). 

2. Sellers have an incentive to invest in reputation, i.e. to
behave cooperatively.

3. Sellers choose payment mode („second mover
advantage“)

4. Simple institutional setting to ensure cooperation! 
Emergence of institutional rules: 1. Buyer’s choice of
seller, 2. Advance payment, 3. Seller shipping the
product in quality advertised, 4. Buyer‘s and seller‘s 
feedback.

5. «Strong reciprocity» supports feedback. Note: without 
altruistic motives the feedback system would break 
down and the market would collapse.



Diffusion of decentralized reputation systems  in 
many areas (e.g. hotels, books, professors etc.)  

► Emergence of a „reputation society“?

► Problem of perverse incentives: E. g. Moody’s 
etc. ratings of «collaterized debt obligations»:
rating agency is payed by company emitting 
CDOs

► Two-sided system: Incentive to inflate
reputation. (eBay introduced a new system in
2007; Bolton, Greiner, Ockenfels 2013)

► Diminishing effect of reputation – «system 
trust»?

► Building up fake reputations!



Clickfirms in Bangladesh

►Outsourcing of reputation management

• Facebook, Twitter, Youtube ...

• 1000 likes for 12 US $

• Worker‘s wage: 1000 likes 1 US $



Othello
Cassio

„Reputation, reputation, reputation! O, I have lost my 
reputation! I have lost the immortal part of myself, and 
what remains is bestial. My reputation, Iago, my 
reputation!

Iago’ s answer:

As I am an honest man, I thought you had received some 
bodily wound; there is more sense in that than in 
reputation. Reputation is an idle and most false 
imposition; oft got without merit and lost without 
deserving …”



The End



Problem: How to achieve cooperation 
among strangers in non-repeated

transactions?

1. Sanctioning. Internal «peer punishment» or 
external sanctioning institutions. Problem 
sanctioning institutions and sanctioning costs.

2. Credible Signalling. Problem: Signalling costs.

3. Commitment, «hostage posting». Problem: 
Transaction costs

4. Reputation. Problem: Information cost, 
reliability of information, cost of evaluation     



SZ, August 2013, Von Pascal Paukner und Pia Ratzesberger

Klickirmen in Bangladesch Gekaufte Freunde 

Liken, rund um die Uhr - in Bangladesch ist das ein Geschäftsmodell 

Facebook-Likes, Twitter-Follower, Youtube-Zuschauer - bekommt man alles für wenig Geld im Netz. 
Unternehmen, Online-Spiele und auch Parteien wollen damit ihr Image aufbessern. Nur bei den Like-
Arbeitern in Bangladesch bleibt wenig übrig. Sie klicken den ganzen Tag und verdienen doch nur 120 
Dollar - im Jahr. 

In einem kleinen, spärlich beleuchteten Raum in Dhaka, der Hauptstadt Bangladeschs, liegt die 
digitale Beliebtheit eines manchen Unternehmens begründet. Hier reiht sich Computer-Bildschirm an 
Computer-Bildschirm. Davor sitzen Menschen, die nichts anderes tun, als sich in Facebook- und 
Twitter-Accounts einzuloggen und die Fanzahlen von Unternehmen künstlich in die Höhe zu treiben. 
Klick für Klick arbeiten sie sich durch die Aufträge. Oft auch mal die ganze Nacht hindurch. Für einen 
Jahreslohn von oftmals gerade einmal 120 Dollar.

Ein Reporter des britischen TV-Formates "Dispatches" hat eine der "Klickfirmen" in Dhaka nun 
besucht. Seine Reportage, die am Montagabend in Channel 4 läuft, deckt auf, wie unkompliziert sich 
Unternehmen im Netz Popularität erkaufen können. Vor allem aber wirft sie die Frage auf, welche 
Aussagekraft die Social-Media-Metrik noch hat, wenn vielerorts manipuliert wird.

Russel, der Boss des zweifelhaften Kleinunternehmens in Dhaka kümmert sich um solche Fragen 
wenig. Warum auch? Das Geschäft läuft gut. Er selbst rühmt sich als "König von Facebook". Die 
meisten seiner Methoden seien legal, sagt er. Wer klage, das Geschäft sei unmoralisch, solle das 
nicht ihm vorwerfen - sondern seinen Kunden. 15 Dollar verlangt Russel für tausend Facebook-Likes. 
Seine Arbeiter bekommen für tausend Mal klicken einen Dollar.

Liken, liken, liken - so lautet das Mantra



Mode of payment Number Per cent Symmetric/

asymmetric

Rank order 

of asymmetry 

in favour of 

seller

Reputation

arithmet. 

mean

(Median)

Payment in 

advance

47 25.1 asymmetr.

in favour of

seller

4 22.04

(6.0)

Cash on delivery 131 70.1 asymmetr.

in favour of 

seller

3 9.87

(5.0)

Buyer collects on 

delivery of cash 

payment

6 3.2 symmetric 2 1.67

(0.0)

Seller delivers on 

receipt of cash 

payment

2 1.1 symmetric 1 -

Seller delivers by 

mail.  Buyer pays 

to account

1 0.5 asymmetr.

in favour of 

buyer

0 -

Credit card 0 0 - - -

Total 187 100.0

Seller determines mode of payment and the higher the reputation, the more she 
can exert her power to determine favourable payment conditions (data from 
Ricardo-CH)

Diekmann and Wyder 2002, Diekmann, Jann, Wyder 2009





Diekmann, Jann, Przepiorka, Wehrli 2013





Reputation as image scoring
(Nowak and Sigmund 1998,
Wedekind and Milinski 2000)

• Cost of donation is c and benefit to recipient is b 
with b > c.

• Actors with a k-strategy donate to recipients if 
actors have a score ≥ k.

• A donation increases the score s of the donator 
by one and defection decreases the score by 
one.

• Strategies emerge that enable a stable system 
of cooperation by indirect reciprocity. 

Problem: There are no costs for assigning the 
score (costless image scoring). 



► Giving feedback: Freerider problem

► Erosion of rating system?

► Similar to “voting paradox”


